Walter J. Burien, Jr. – CAFR1.com
P. O. Box 2112
Saint Johns, AZ 85936
Tel. (928) 458-5854

November 27, 2012
The following communication dated May 11, 1999 copied below is from Gerald R. Klatt,
a retired federal auditor of 30-years.
While I was still living in Prescott, AZ, Gerald sent me this communication after we had
a long conversation in which I briefed him on the collective investment totals and true
gross income shown in the corresponding CAFRs of local governments.
Gerald was from Tucson, Arizona so his first look at a CAFR surplus review was in his
own back yard of the city of Tucson, AZ and the county of Pima, AZ.
In subsequent conversations I continuously prompted Gerald as a very qualified Federal
auditor to get a website up to show CAFR surplus reviews. A few months latter, he
launched http://CAFRMan.com to show CAFR surplus reviews and guidelines of
instructions to teach others to do the same reviews. CAFRMan.com is still present.
There have been hundreds of thousands of elected and appointed government bureaucrats
in office each year for decades. Billions and billions of dollars were and continue to be
paid to these individuals. The CAFR “is” government’s accounting document in place
since 1946. The document the public should have been going over with a fine toothcomb.
Gerald was the “first” government employee to break the “silence is golden” rule. Bringing
forward open and conspicuous mention and audited review of local government CAFRs.
What Gerald did was exemplary and meritorious for the benefit of the population
considering the probability for retaliation from the local government syndicate’s
intentional and well maintained non-disclosure firmly in place for decades due to the
massive money involved.
Gerald asked me to keep his name confidential as noted on page-4 of his cover letter and
I quote: “Governments are unforgiving. I do not need a special individual tax assessment.”
Gerald died July 11th 2004. I found this out when I got a call in 2006 from Gerald’s son
from his first marriage. Gerald’s son called me when he could not find his father. I
checked Gerald’s house in Tucson and it was sold in 2004. His telephone number
disconnected. I then checked the SS death records and discovered he died on 07/11/2004,
his birthday. I then called his son to let him know his father died 07/11/04. The cause and
circumstances of Gerald’s death to this date I have not yet discovered.
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A very important point in reality per what Gerald did in bringing forward CAFR reviews
was the fact that all prior and currently active government representatives: Governors,
Senators, Congress, City Councils, County Board of Commissioners, State treasurers,
School Commissioners, not one that I am aware of brought forward for public
consumption a CAFR review. Over the decades, all government representatives
cooperated and are still cooperating with the “silence is golden” rule and in “fact” they
never have made simple and conspicuous public mention of the CAFR. Gerald was “the
FIRST” to do so. True force in breaking the syndicate’s non-disclosure, is needed here.
Please let the fact of Gerald’s effort and the cooperative silence of all others within
government; syndicated media; and political arenas sink into your minds and cognitive
thinking to genuinely realize the “scope” and “size” of the massive corruption involved
whereby this organized silence has been and continues to be the standard across the land.
Over a hundred trillion dollars is involved. Invested collectively and held globally by
local and federal government. It is over a decade since Gerald and I started with public
disclosure of the collective wealth involved within government. The end results to date is
government on all levels has turned up the speed in which they are financially raping the
population in all respects as they “increase” their annual take with great speed.
In plain and simple language: Over the decades they were sneaking cookies from the
cookie jars. With the population learning about hidden cookie jars, the syndicate is
moving full force to move; mask; and keep all of the cookies in their control.
I disagreed with Gerald on one point. His thinking was to return surplus revenue to the
population to increase economic activity and thus generate more “tax income” for
government. I on the other hand want to create TRF funds to utilize the revenue whereby
the investments return “replaced” taxation so taxation then would be eliminated. The
“long term fix” over the short term fix that left taxation (the extortion racket) in place.
Gerald’s communication starts with a four-page cover letter; copy of page 32 from the
City of Tucson 1998 CAFR (figures expressed in thousands so add three zeros) ; and then
a four-page Economic Impact of Surpluses returned to the population analysis.
On page-1 of his cover letter, he notes the Pima County Health Care System moved 36million dollars into an “Investment Trust”. After I received this communication from
Gerald he informed me upon further investigation on his part that the Pima County
Health Care System promoted they were 5-million dollars short on their “budget’ and got
a 5-million dollar a year perpetual increase in taxation approved. The budget shortfall
was due to moving 36-million into the Investment trust. If that 36-million was not moved
into the investment trust, the Pima County Health Care System would have had on their
operating budget a 31-million dollar surplus over a 5-million dollar “budgetary” deficit.
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Please copy my cover letter and Gerald’s communication dated 05/11/99 that follows.
I have saved this as a .pdf file, which is a common file format readable through the
Adobe Acrobat Reader. The pages are image files so the .pdf document is a large file.
I emphasize that you share this communication with all that you know. Print it out;
share by email; publish on your blog or website; and link by Twitter and Facebook. What
is the bottom line of this communication?
This communication should be read by all responsible individuals that you know and
be used to break the silence is golden rule through pressure place on all from the
syndicated media; political arenas; and organized education through delivery of the same.
Gerald died 8-years ago (suspiciously I note) and his request of me to keep his name
confidential I will breach at this time due to the time passed since his death.
The Blackout of the mention of the CAFR and government’s collective investment
wealth held is still firmly in place. The public continuously is masterfully entertained into
distraction and the beat goes on for the government inside players as they perpetuate their
next wealth transfer plan to build and perpetuate their own financial empires.
Due to the effects from constant and prolonged attacks facilitated through certain individuals
operating out of the Arizona judiciary since 1996, my health is fading. While I still can, I
want to make sure this communication is in the hands of many individuals. A primer from
1999 focused on the “root” of almost all financial issues that adversely effect the population.
On page-2, item 4. (c) of Gerald’s Impact analysis, is the direction government has
primarily moved on over the last decade. Gerald R. Klatt was and is an American hero.
Sent FYI and for yours and all others you may know to keep a record of,
Walter Burien – CAFR1.com
TREASON: "Treason doth never prosper; what's the reason? For if it prosper, none dare call it
treason." Sir John Harrington, 1561-1612

“Fiscal Cliff” Yes, for the entire population and NOT for government administration.
Reviews of the City of Tucson; County of Pima; and many other CAFRs: http://CAFRMan.com
Gerald Klatt’s Communication of May 11th 1999 is as follows:

(Cover letter 4-pages; page 32 Tucson City 1998 CAFR; 4-pages impact analysis)
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